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Over the last decade, electrospinning to create non-woven fabrics 

unknown process to commonplace in the tissue engineering community. 

limited capacity to promote three-dimensional tissue regeneration. 

surface for enhanced cell adhesion. Hence the challenge, as the use of 

toward functional, three-dimensional tissue engineered constructs, 
will be to enhance the overall porosity without compromising overall 

the process of electrospinning will be considered a failure in developing 

capable of functional regeneration. To duplicate all the essential 
intercellular reactions and promote native intracellular responses, 
the tissue engineers’ goal is to mimic the native extracellular matrix 

diameter) are one to two orders of magnitude smaller than the cell 

the potential size issues in mimicking the ECM, and has been described 
extensively in terms of the process [2-4] and its potential applications in 
tissue engineering [5,6]. What has been learned by the electrospinning 

the take home message, we just need to get the cells into the electrospun 

even cellular density fairly rapidly and from there regenerate three-
dimensional tissue constructs.

fabrication processing variations have been attempted with limited 

and natural (native integrin binding sites) polymers [7-10]. While they 
enhanced cell adhesion, these structures have had limited success in 

which they electrospun a blended solution of polycaprolactone (PCL) 
and gelatin without cross-linking which meant a large percentage of the 

were electrospun and intermingled with simultaneously electrospun 

major concerns are the uneven distribution of the crystals and loss of 

of cryogenic electrospinning is another processing variation that has 

low temperatures in a controlled humidity environment to allow for the 

structural integrity will again severely limit the potential applications 

bearing tissue engineering applications (in vitro and especially in vivo 
or in situ) which constitutes a majority of the products targeted.

introduced a novel electrospinning mandrel to create a more open, 

pores to allow pressurized air to be expelled through the pores to 

or air supplied at 100 kPa) on the perforated mandrel or a traditional 
solid mandrel with identical amounts of polymer spun (all other 
processing parameters constant). Visual inspection shows that the 
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fibers) of the scaffolds from the perforated mandrel (no air flow, 0 
kPa) are very similar to the solid mandrel with the exception of the 
internal surface where the fiber density is less in the areas directly 
adjacent the open pore sections of the mandrel (electric field effects). 
For the airflow samples, less dense fiber packing is seen on the internal 
surface above the pores (between the pores resembles the solid mandrel 
fiber deposition) and the external surface above the perforated areas 
with some raised regions; unlike the zero airflow samples resembling 
the solid mandrel. This indicates an extreme airflow, further process 
optimization will eliminate this phenomena. Water permeability 
testing of the scaffolds showed that water permeability at 120 mmHg 
for the 100 kPa air impedance electrospun scaffolds was twice that of 
the solid mandrel while the burst strength remained constant for all 
three scaffolds. This unique structure for the first time, to the best of 
our knowledge, allows for an increased porosity without compromising 
the overall mechanical integrity (burst strength) by the combination 
of dense fiber areas formed between pores imparting strength (loss of 
this support structure will significantly compromise strength) as well as 
adding stability to the enhanced porosity (preventing collapse). Thus, 
the preliminary results have demonstrated that air-flow impedance 
electrospinning is effective at creating a more porous structure without 
compromising mechanical integrity. There will be a point where this 
enhanced porosity will start to degrade mechanical integrity. Thus, 
the system must be optimized (pore size, pore spacing, air flow rate, 
etc.) to maximize cellular infiltration and distribution with minimal 
to no impact on structural integrity. Various static cell seeding studies 
comparing the air-impedance to the solid mandrel scaffolds has shown 
that cells seeded on the solid mandrel scaffolding resulted in the typical 

dense cellular layer restricted to the surface. The seeded air-impedance 
scaffolds consistently had cells infiltrating approximately half the 
scaffold thickness (with less than 6 hours interaction with scaffolds) in 
regions of the pores; cells on adjacent areas were limited to the surface. 
In summary, the preliminary data demonstrates the feasibility of air-
impedance electrospinning and the potential for development of 3-D 
tissue engineered constructs. 

So, are any of these techniques the answer? While the results of the 
various methods for enhancing electrospun scaffolding porosity are 
encouraging, much more process optimization and in vitro and in vivo 
scaffold testing is necessary for a variety of different tissues and organs 
until any method can truly be considered successful. In many cases, the 
main question is how much porosity is enough or even too much? This is 
yet another question that requires a great deal of evaluation. Regardless, 
without three-dimensional functional tissue regeneration, electrospun 
scaffolds will not be considered successful. Overall, one safe bet is that 
a single processing technique will not be feasible for all tissues and 
organs, thus one needs to consider the desired characteristics necessary 
for their tissue engineering approach and select the scaffold fabrication 
technique to meet the requirements. In conclusion, these porosity 
enhancing techniques continue to enhance the toolbox available to 
tissue engineers, and allow the field to exploit further the tremendous 
potential of the electrospun ECM analogues.
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